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Newsletter

Issue-04 CoERBAT
Centre of Excellence for Roads, Bridges, 

Airfields and Tunnels

Hon’ble Raksha Mantri Shri Rajnath Singh visited the Centre of Excellence RBAT,

accompanied by Raksha Rajya Mantri Shri Ajay Bhatt, COAS, Gen Manoj Pande,

PVSM, AVSM, VSM, ADC, Def Secy Dr Ajay Kumar, IAS, and DGBR Lt Gen

Rajeev Chaudhry, VSM, on 07 May 2022.

News at a Glance

On the occasion of 63rd BRO Day celebrations, Shri Rajnath Singh

visited the Centre of Excellence (CoE) RBAT accompanied with other

dignitaries and was briefed on the activities being undertaken at the CoE.

DGBR, Lt Gen Rajeev Chaudhry, VSM, briefed the Minister about the

ongoing work and research in the field of Scour Depth Study in Bouldery

Beds, in collaboration with IIT Roorkee.

The Minister showed keen interest in the work of model study being

carried out under the aegis of IIT Roorkee and the seminal work by BRO

which led to the incorporation of suitable amendment in IRC:5.

Earlier on the occasion, Shri Rajnath Singh also released the

Compendium of Steel and Prestressed Superstructure Bridges in three

volumes, consisting of proof checked drawings of 30 to 90 m span steel

bridges and 30 to 60 m span prestressed bridges.

The Hon’ble RM also released Technical Instruction No. 27 on

Guidelines on Road Tunnels, during the function.
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Introduction

Bridge rehabilitation is a challenge for bridge engineers in remote areas due to various logistics

problems. Remote area is also devoid of latest technology and trained manpower. Few bridges are located in

high altitude and snow bound areas. Major cause of distress is non-functioning of bearings, expansion joints,

excessive scour around piers and approach getting washed away.

Rehabilitation of Bridges in remote area– An over view

BRO has encountered major problems during construction of foundation and superstructure.

Foundation strata poses big challenge due to its heterogeneous nature of mix underneath. There are a

number of bridges where approach has been washed away or structural damage has taken place making the

bridge unfit for traffic. This is due to non compaction of approach or due to non consideration of impact of

high current on u/s of approach. Bridges where such danger has been observed are Siji bridge on Lekhabali -

Along road, Dimwo bridge on Akajan - Pasighat road, (In Arunachal Pradesh and Assam respectively) (

Figs 1& 2).

Figs 1 & 2 Approach washed away and distress in cap beam location

ANALYSIS OF BRIDGE DAMAGES AND REHABILITATION

Compendium of Steel and Prestressed Superstructure Bridges  was released by Hon’ble RM Shri Rajnath Singh 

on BRO Day. 
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Excessive scour has been observed on the sides of abutments or on piers in case of multi span

bridges. There have been cases where bearings have either been dislocated or are not functioning properly,

leading to non functioning of expansion joints of the bridge ( Figs 3 & 4).

Figs 3 & 4 Excessive scour and dislocated bearing

Rehabilitation of all these bridges is not very difficult provided we are sure of “what is the cause of

distress”. All such distresses have been attended to in-house trained manpower within the organization and

bridges are functioning well. Some case studies are enumerated in the ensuing paras.

Case Studies

I RANGA-II BRIDGE

Ranga-II bridge is located on Kimin-Zero road in Arunanchal Pradesh and was completed during

Feb 1968. Due to heavy rains on 18/19 June 1968, the river was in spate, and the heavy flow could not be

accommodated in the channel. There was out-flanking of discharge with heavy current and led to erosion of

the bank, which formed a big channel on the Zero side bank (Fig 5). Later on, the river started flowing in

this channel and broke the line of communication. After the flood receded, Bailey bridge was launched and

it remained at site for about 18 years. In the mean time, a scheme for extension of span to bridge the

breached portion on Zero side was examined. After studying the conditions of design criteria of the existing

bridge, it was observed that abutment on Zero side is not capable to accommodate the reaction of the

extended simply supported span. Also the design of the abutment, to work as a pier was difficult due to

scour consideration.

Fig 5 Changed flow pattern of river 1968
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Fig 6 General arrangement of Ranga II Bridge

Fig 7 Rehablitated view of  Ranga II Bridge

Options for Rehabilitation

Keeping in view the ground problems and scour observations, it was found that river bed has not

shown any excessive scour since 1968 up to 1986. Accordingly the abutment well was found safe on

structural/hydraulic considerations. Therefore, three alternatives available were considered for

rehabilitation:-

(a) RTW was considered to confine the flow into the designed channel only. However, this proposal had

the demerit that there could be more scour around piers.

(b) To add one more span of 67.00 m, in this case, it was not possible to accommodate the load on

abutment A2 and also due to vertical clearance consideration as the depth of superstructure (67.00m) is more

than the existing girders of 40 M span (Total 120 = 40 x 3).

(c) To add an independent structure on zero side. This would be based on cantilever construction method

and connect the same with end span (A1 side) and end abutment (new) with a gap slab of 3.50 m only at

both the locations.

The third alternative was adopted. A balanced cantilever span of 67.00 m was made which will not

put any load on the abutment (A2) and this will be now treated as a pier (A1 abutment) after addition of

span (Figs 6 and 7). Extension of span was basically to cater for additional discharge if any, in future. With

this scheme, the requirement of the river training works was also not required. The bridge is fuctioning well

now without any aggradation/degradation in the channel.
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II DEO BRIDGE

Deo Bridge is located on road Agartala-Churaibari at KM 153.92 (NH-44) and was constructed

during Apr 1991. Excessive scour at Deo bridge location created certain problems on one abutment and

disrupted traffic. After thoughtful exercise, a solution was found which was an eye opener and saved

excessive cost of model study which was being planned. The salient features of the bridge are as under:-

(a) Length  of the bridge :  91.51 m (30.17 + 31.17+30.17)

(b) Carriage Way :  7.50 m (with footpath)

(c) Type of Foundation :  RCC Pile of 1.2 m diameter

(d)       Type of Bridge :  Simply supported PSC Box type superstructure.

(e) Type of Approaches :  Earth filled in High RCC Box Cell type superstructure

(f) HFL   :  RL 42.670 m

(g) LWL  :  RL 32.200 m

(h) LBL  :  RL 31.100 m

(j) Scour Level :  RL 28.000 m

(k) Discharge :  2000 Cum/Sec

(l) Velocity of flow :  3.02 m/Sec

(m) Silt Factor :  1.15 

(n) Foundation Level :  RL 24.000 Mtr

Reasons for damage

There was a change in the flow pattern of the river and most of the discharge started flowing through

one span of the bridge due to silting observed on the u/s right side with the continuous flow of water towards

the left bank. There was a sizable damage to the abutment consequent to which the reinforcement got

exposed. The box return made towards approaches on Agartala side got exposed and water started flowing

below the foundation of box return. This caused extensive damages to the bridge and rendering the bridge

unsafe for traffic. The damages were due to following reasons:-

(a) River changed its course and flow pattern with passage of time.  Maximum discharge of the river 

was flowing through A1 and P1. ( Fig 8)

Figure 8  Changed flow pattern of DEO Bridge
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(b) Scour observed was 3 to 4 m at A1 location and P1 location. This also damaged the piles with the

repeated hitting of debris and floating trees and other material ( Fig 9).

Fig 9 Exposure of pile reinforcement due to excessive scour

The pile reinforcement at A1 and P1 location were exposed due to damage of cover to the piles.

(c) Since the flow pattern was towards right side of the bridge (refer Fig 11), there had been extensive

damage to the box return on Agartala side due to piping action. This had led to removal of soil below the

foundation of box return. Earth filled in one of the chamber of the box had been swept away by the water.

Fig 10 &11  Breaking of piers of old bridge and removal of earth

(d) Based on detailed examination of u/s and d/s of the bridge, it was observed that existing structures of

old bridge on u/s side were disturbing the flow which were removed and water started flowing through all

spans. Bridge is behaving well now (Fig 10 &11).

III BHINI BRIDGE

Steel truss bridge with timber decking of 236 m length located at km 42.590 on Dhar- Udhampur

road in Jammu & Kashmir, was constructed during 1962 for single lane requirement. The bearing of the

bridge got dislocated due to traffic movement and due to repeated seismic activity in the area which was

later rectified.
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Salient features of the bridge are as under :-

(a) Name & location : Bhini at km 42.590 on Dhar-Udhampur road

(b) Type : Inglish Steel Bridge (simply supported) 

(c) Span : 8 x 29.50 m (236 m)

(d) Type of foundation : Open

(e) HFL : RL 576.960 m

(f) LWL : RL 572.040 m

(g) Carriage way : 3.75 m

(h) Bearings : Rocker and Roller bearing

There are 8 spans of the bridge and bridge is single lane only (Fig12 &13). Dislocation of bearing 

was observed during inspection.

Fig-12 &13 Road level view of existing Inglish Steel Bridge 

Due to dislocation of rollers out of bearing plate at two bearing locations, bridge became unsafe for

heavy traffic. Immediately it was decided to relocate the bearings of the bridge. Wooden sleepers were

placed under the cross girder on the pier cap girder near bearing (both u/s and d/s sides) to stop further

movement of rollers of bearing as a temporary measure.

Rehabilitation plan

Based on this defect, a rehabilitation plan was made and on assessment of the dead weight of the

superstructure, it was decided to jack up the bridge. Based on the calculation, it was found that the dead

load was approximately 45 MT and jacking up plan was made accordingly along with position of jacks for

application. Plan was implemented by a trained team of technicians of the department and the whole task of

relocation of bridge bearings was accomplished in six hours (Fig 14). Sequence of activities was as under:-

(a) Placing of wooden sleepers below girder (near bearings) to stop further movement of bearings.

(b) Placing of 04 numbers mechanical jack of 50 T lifting capacity below end of main girder.

(c) Lifting of girder with jack and making roller position free.

(d) Placing bearings on base plate in grooves in original position manually.

(e) Lower down the jack and allowing bridge decking on bearing.

(f) A stopper plate was fixed to stop further moment of roller in future. Bridge is now behaving well.

Fig-14 Jack placed in position on d/s of truss
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IV KUNIFER BRIDGE

Kunifer Bridge is located on Jammu-Srinagar road. Salient features of bridge are as under:-

(a) Length of Bridge = 18 m

(b) Superstructure = Three girder

(c) Type of bearing = Rocker & roller bearing

(d) Year of construction = 1952

(e) Type of foundation = Open foundation stone

Nature of defects

It was observed during routine inspection, that there was dislocation of bearings. Abutment was

bulging out and cracks in the cap beam were also noticed. The cap beam was not reinforced during initial

construction. Details of defects were as under:-

(a) Abutment cap on left side crushed under the roller on u/s girder.

(b) Top plate of roller bearing of u/s girder slipped by 10 cm and roller moved by 20 cm.

(c) Bearing was out of location and affected the load transfer mechanism.

(d) Expansion joints at both side were also not functioning due to problems in bearing.

Fig-15 & 16 Dislocated and Jammed Bearing

Rehabilitation plan

Based on the distress observed and review of cracks, a detailed rehabilitation plan was made to bring

the bridge into original condition for regular traffic. Following actions were planned for this bridge ( Fig 15

&16):

(a) Jacketing of the bulged abutment.  

(b) Replacement of existing PCC cap beam with reinforced cap beam after lifting the superstructure.

(c) Grouting of cracks in the superstructure wherever applicable.

(d) Relocation of bearing to desired location.

(e) Replacement of expansion joints and approach slab on both the ends. Rehabilitation was very costly 

but effective and bridge is functioning well.
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Damages to other Bridges

Flash flood has dislodged the superstructure and completely washed away Lilly Bridge (45 m) and 

Kulagarh Bridge (48 m) (Fig 17 & 18).

Fig-17 Lilly Bridge (45 m) Fig-18  Kulagarh Bridge (48 m)

There are locations where heavy deposits of debris led to closure of channels as in the case of Anda 

bridge (Fig 19) and Siluk bridge (Fig 20).

Fig-19 Anda Bridge (24 m) Fig-20 Siluk Bridge (210 m)

Due to bad location of Jarigad and Charigad bridges near the confluence of rivers/channels, high

erosion led to damages to abutments.

Fig-21 Jarigad Bridge (85 m) Fig-22 Charigad Bridge (65 m)
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There are other reasons due to which bridges already functional, have got collapsed due to

overloaded vehicles in some cases, like Noaty Khad bridge (Fig 23).

Fig-23 Noaty Khad Bridge (45 m)

Few bridges are in distress due to poor construction by contractor.

Fig-24 Averipatti Bridge (150 m) Fig-25  Akpa Bridge (300 m)

Analysis of damages to bridge substructure, reasons and safety measures

An analysis of various types of damages, most likely reasons and preventive measures are

summarized as under :-

S/No Type of Damages Reasons Safety Measures

(a) Scour around 

Abutments

Ans (165 m)

Iphipani (135 m)

Siku (480 m)

Rainy Br (90 m)

• Poor Compaction in backfill and poor river 

training works around abutments.

• River meandering. 

• Backfill to be filled as per IRC 78 in layers.

• River training works of PCC block due to high velocity of 

flow.

• Good quality spur repelling/attracting type based on site 

requirement. 

(b) Pier Scour Balni (100 m) • Change in flow pattern due to non removal of 

existing obstruction of staging works.

• U/s of bridge is not clear for flow of water.

• Mining/excavation of river bed material from d/s 

of the Bridge. 

• Removal of existing staging works.

• Clearance of upstream obstruction.

• Increase of span if possible to reduce scour impact. 

(c) Deck washed 

away

Kulagarh (48 m)

Lily (45 m)

Anda Br (25 m)

• Flash flood with rolling boulders.

• Non construction of reaction blocks.

• Increase vertical clearance and longer span if possible

• Regular maintenance of Bridge.

• Construction of reaction blocks.

(d) Excessive 

deposits

Siluk Br (210 m)

Kumtia (165 m)

• Flow with large quantity of Silt / RBM. • MCBC not to be planned in foot hills. Bridge Scheme needs 

review. 

(e) Siting of Bridge Charigad (65 m)

Jarigad (85 m)

• Bridge placed close to confluence point. • These should be avoided in all cases. 
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Recommendations

a) All bridges should have at least 2 m vertical clearance.

b) Scour assessment has to be done correctly. Maximum scour level, minimum 2 m below the bed level

and foundation level be fixed accordingly.

c) All river training works to be done as per IRC:89-2019 Code and only inter-linking concrete blocks

of weight more than 5 T are to be used as stone boulders get dislodged due to high current.

d) All bridges completed should be free from obstruction in the X-section.

e) During initial proposal, in case river training works are required, cost analysis of river training works

vis-à-vis increase in span be calculated and longer span is to be preferred. In case longer span is not possible

due to technical reasons, bridges with river training works be planned.

f) Regular maintenance of bridges to be done to ensure safety during such calamity at all times.

g) No mining operation d/s of the bridge be permitted.

h) Construction of bridge approaches and river training works etc. related to bridge be taken up by only

one unit either BCC or RCC.

j) All the false work constructed inside the channel be removed immediately to allow smooth flow of

the stream without obstruction to avoid damages to bridge structures.

k) Special drive be taken by all units to remove left over false work inside streams.

***

Video Conference With CE Projects

A VC chaired by DDG RBAT on progress and monitoring of bridges was held on 22, 26 and 28 Apr

2022, for all projects. Following issues were highlighted:

• Projects to proactively monitor completion of 100 bridges.

• Efforts to be made to complete maximum number of delayed or sick bridges.

• SSI to be done in multi-span bridges and undertake tendering action only after FBS is approved

based on report of SSI. This will ensure minimum changes in bridge schemes during execution stage

and thus ensure timely completion of the bridges as well as avoid any contractual disputes at a later

stage.

• Cross section of bridges to be taken afresh if construction delayed by more than 2 years after the

hydraulic data has been approved.

• Projects to give proposed date to start work of short tunnels.

• Provision of reaction blocks in old bridges be taken up if required through fresh job in AWP.

• Distress Rectification of bridges which cannot be taken up through routine maintenance channel or

Para 560, to be taken up through AWP route as separate jobs.
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Nodal Officers for CoERBAT

Suresh Gupta, SE (Civ), Director (RBAT)

Mail Id - bro-brdir2@bro.gov.in, Mob-7889682850

Lt Col Anil Raj, Joint Director, (RBAT) 

Mail Id- anilraj_120873@yahoo.co.in, Mob-9557348703

HQ DGBR, Ring Road, Delhi Cantt, New Delhi-110010,Tele-25686861

Standardization of Drawings & Designs of Prestressed and Steel Bridges in BRO

The standard designs and drawings of single span PSC & Steel Bridges with open/well foundation

are being compiled for the first time. Since these are standard designs, certain fixed parameters have been

assumed which are common to all designs, irrespective of the spans. The MS Excel worksheets which

contain the designs, can be easily used by officers in the projects/TFs/units to check the design parameters

and get desired output based on site specific conditions, by changing certain input parameters.

A lecture-cum-demonstration by virtual means was taken up with all projects on 13 Apr 2022, to

give an overview of the basic design philosophy of the standard designs. The lecture was taken by Shri AK

Singh, EE (Civ), JD RBAT.

Keeping in view the utility of the above training in the organisation, a two day training on

Standardisation of Drawings and Design of Steel & PSC superstructure was organised on hybrid mode on

10 and 11 May 2022. 14 Officers attended the course physically. It was well received by all participants and

suggestions for conducting more such training programmes with increased duration were made.

2 Day Course on Standardisation of Bridge Design being conducted by Shri A K Singh, EE(Civ), JD RBAT at CoE.
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